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1. Mammalian sleep is composed of two distinct states – rapid-eye-movement 2 
(REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep – that alternate in cycles over a sleep 3 
bout. The duration of these cycles varies extensively across mammalian 4 
species. Because the end of a sleep cycle is often followed by brief arousals to 5 
waking, a shorter sleep cycle has been proposed to function as an anti-predator 6 
strategy. Similarly, higher predation risk could explain why many species 7 
exhibit a polyphasic sleep pattern (division of sleep into several bouts per 8 
day), as having multiple sleep bouts avoids long periods of unconsciousness, 9 
potentially reducing vulnerability.  10 
2. Using phylogenetic comparative methods, we tested these predictions in 11 
mammals, and also investigated the relationships among sleep phasing, sleep 12 
cycle length, sleep durations and body mass.  13 
3. Neither sleep cycle length nor phasing of sleep was significantly associated 14 
with three different measures of predation risk, undermining the idea that they 15 
represent anti-predator adaptations.  16 
4. Polyphasic sleep was associated with small body size, shorter sleep cycles and 17 
longer sleep durations. The correlation with size may reflect energetic 18 
constraints: small animals need to feed more frequently, preventing them from 19 
consolidating sleep into a single bout. The reduced daily sleep quotas in 20 
monophasic species suggests that the consolidation of sleep into one bout per 21 
day may deliver the benefits of sleep more efficiently and, since early 22 
mammals were small-bodied and polyphasic, a more efficient monophasic 23 
sleep pattern could be a hitherto unrecognized advantage of larger size. 24 
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Terrestrial mammals have two sleep states, rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep 2 
and non-REM (NREM) sleep, which have different physiological characteristics and, 3 
possibly, distinct functions (Zepelin, 1989). These two states alternate in a cycle 4 
during a sleep bout, which in adults always starts with an episode of NREM sleep 5 
(Zepelin, 1989). Sleep cycle length varies extensively across mammalian species 6 
(Zepelin, 1989), from about six minutes (e.g. Chinchilla lanigera; Van Twyver, 1969) 7 
to approximately ninety minutes (e.g. Homo sapiens; Tobler, 1995). Mammals also 8 
differ in how they accommodate sleep within their activity budgets (the “phasing” of 9 
sleep; Stampi, 1992); some species partition their sleep time into multiple bouts 10 
alternated with waking phases (polyphasic sleepers; e.g. cats; Ball, 1992), while 11 
others concentrate the majority of their sleep into one bout per day (monophasic 12 
sleepers; e.g. chimpanzees; Ball, 1992).  13 
Whilst many studies have examined the correlates of species differences in the 14 
total daily amount of time spent sleeping and in REM and NREM sleep (Allison & 15 
Cicchetti, 1976, Elgar, Pagel & Harvey, 1988, Zepelin, 1989, Lesku, Roth, Amlaner 16 
et al., 2006, Capellini, Barton, McNamara et al., 2008), less is known about 17 
interspecific variation in how sleep is organized through the daily cycle, specifically 18 
the duration of the REM-NREM sleep cycle and the number of sleep bouts per day 19 
(the ‘phasing of sleep’).  One idea is that predation risk determines the length of sleep 20 
cycles (Tobler, 1989, Voss, 2004, Lima, Rattenorg, Lesku  et al., 2005). At the end of 21 
a sleep cycle, episodes of REM sleep are followed by increased levels of 22 
consciousness and brief arousals to waking, allowing individuals to monitor their 23 
environment (Van Twyver & Garrett, 1972, Voss, 2004, Lima et al., 2005). In support 24 
of this idea, birds and laboratory rats wake from sleep more frequently and have 25 
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shorter sleep cycles after encounters with predators, when sleeping in areas perceived 1 
to be less safe, or when sleeping in smaller groups (Broughton, 1973, Lendrem, 1983, 2 
1984, Gauthier-Clerc, Tamisier & Cezilly, 1998, 2000, 2002, Lesku et al., 2008). 3 
Thus, shorter sleep cycles may be adaptive for species with relatively high predation 4 
risk  (Lima et al., 2005, page 728). We tested the following predictions of this 5 
hypothesis using proxy measures of predation risk developed in previous studies of 6 
the evolution of daily sleep quotas (Lesku et al., 2006, Capellini et al., 2008). (1) 7 
Sleep cycle length is predicted to be shorter in animals that sleep in more exposed and 8 
vulnerable sleeping sites relative to those that sleep in enclosed and protected sites, 9 
and (2) in ‘prey’ as compared to ‘predators’. (3) Because predation risk is reduced in 10 
larger groups due to detection and dilution effects (Caro, 2005), sleep cycle lengths 11 
should be shorter in solitary species relative to species in which individuals sleep in 12 
groups. (4) Finally, predation pressure is thought to be lower for larger animals 13 
because fewer predator species can successfully kill a large prey animal (Peters, 1983, 14 
Owen-Smith, 1988, Caro, 2005). Across species, therefore, the predation risk 15 
hypothesis predicts shorter sleep cycles in species characterized by smaller body size. 16 
Extending the logic of these ideas, predation risk might also influence how 17 
sleep is distributed across the daily cycle (Tobler, 1989, Ball, 1992, Stampi, 1992). In 18 
particular, polyphasic sleep might be a response to high predation risk, because 19 
dividing sleep time into more bouts would limit the vulnerability associated with 20 
prolonged periods of reduced consciousness. If this is true, then polyphasic sleep 21 
should be associated with smaller size, ‘prey’ rather than ‘predator’ status, and 22 
sleeping under more vulnerable conditions (in exposed sites and/or solitarily).  23 
At present, the relationships among sleep phasing, sleep cycle length and total 24 
sleep time are poorly understood. Ball (1992) found that species with polyphasic sleep 25 
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spend more time asleep but have shorter sleep cycles when compared to species with 1 
monophasic sleep. However, this analysis was based on a relatively small sample size 2 
(22 species), did not examine the likely role of body size in sleep pattern differences 3 
between species, and did not account for phylogenetic history (see Methods). We 4 
therefore examine the interrelationships among these traits using a larger data set and 5 
phylogenetic comparative methods. 6 
METHODS 7 
Data collection 8 
We extracted data on sleep traits and ecological factors for mammals from the 9 
primary literature (data available at: http://www.bu.edu/phylogeny/index.html) 10 
following the protocol described in McNamara et al. (2008). We excluded 11 
monotremes and aquatic mammals from analyses as they exhibit unusual sleep 12 
architecture that prevents meaningful comparisons with terrestrial mammals (Zepelin, 13 
1989, Zepelin, Siegel & Tobler, 2005). Following Stampi (1992), we classified 14 
species as monophasic if they concentrate at least 50% of their daily sleep into one 15 
bout alternated with a period of activity which may or may not be interrupted by short 16 
‘naps’, and polyphasic if their sleep is divided into multiple bouts, each one 17 
accounting for less than 50% of total sleep time. Hence the distribution of sleep 18 
within the 24-hour period was a discrete binary trait (0 for monophasic sleep, 1 for 19 
polyphasic sleep). The 50% criterion is arbitrary, but nevertheless provides a 20 
quantifiable measure of the extent of sleep concentration within single bouts.  One 21 
person unaware of the research question and aims of the study coded the species as 22 
monophasic or polyphasic from the primary literature. Further data were extracted 23 
from the reviews by Ball (1992) and Tobler (1989). Our dataset on phasing of sleep 24 
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included 56 terrestrial mammals. Monotremes were however excluded when 1 
investigating the correlated evolution of sleep durations with sleep phasing and cycle 2 
length because it was unclear whether REM and NREM sleep in these species is 3 
comparable to those of other mammals (Zepelin et al. 2005). Data on sleep traits are 4 
from laboratory studies, and it is unclear how well they reflect sleep pattern under 5 
natural conditions. However, there is some evidence that, despite differences in 6 
overall activity levels, sleep durations in laboratory shrews are similar to those 7 
observed in the field (Saarikko & Hanski, 1990). 8 
We have previously shown that laboratory conditions can impact estimates of 9 
sleep time (NREM and REM sleep duration), and this can in turn affect the outcome 10 
of comparative analyses (Capellini et al., 2008). Based on these findings, we 11 
restricted the analysis of sleep duration and sleep cycle length to data collected with at 12 
least 12 hours recording time and EEG recording equipment. Data on sleep cycle 13 
length were available for 27 species, all of which had EEG estimates of sleep quotas. 14 
Among species with information on phasing of sleep, 45 species had EEG data on 15 
sleep time (Table S1 in Supplementary Material). 16 
Data on body mass were extracted from the primary literature (all species; 17 
details in Capellini et al., 2008). Predation risk was assessed with three variables 18 
following a previous study (Capellini et al., 2008): social sleep behaviour (40 19 
species), exposure of the sleeping site (56 species) and trophic level (35 species). The 20 
degree of social sleep behaviour was estimated with a three-point index. Sleep was 21 
considered ‘non-social’ when both males and females sleep alone, ‘partially social’ if 22 
females but not males sleep with conspecifics, and ‘social’ if both sexes regularly 23 
sleep with conspecifics. We did not consider sleeping with offspring as social sleep 24 
unless it persisted into adulthood. Sleep site exposure was coded as ‘low’ for fully 25 
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enclosed sleeping sites (e.g. dens and tree holes), ‘intermediate’ for sites that provide 1 
partial shelter (e.g. vegetation on the ground or in trees), and ‘high’ for fully open 2 
sites that provide no protection (e.g. ground in open areas). Our index of exposure is 3 
based on fewer assumptions concerning vulnerability of sleeping sites, as compared to 4 
indices developed in previous studies (Allison & Cicchetti, 1974; Lesku et al., 2006). 5 
For example, we did not consider sleeping in the tree canopy safer than sleeping 6 
below the tree canopy, because while the former sleep sites may better protect 7 
sleeping individuals against terrestrial predators (as argued by Lesku et al., 2006), 8 
they may also increase vulnerability to aerial predators. Data on social sleep 9 
behaviour and sleep site exposure were extracted from the literature using both 10 
primary and secondary sources (e.g. Nowak, 1999, and the Mammalian Species 11 
monographs). Two independent observers coded the data on social sleep behaviour 12 
and three coded the data on sleep site exposure. Data were then checked and averaged 13 
if scores conflicted or indicated intraspecific variation. Finally, data on species’ 14 
trophic level were taken from Lesku et al. (2006). Trophic level was a four-point diet-15 
based index with the following ranks corresponding to increasing predation risk: 1, 16 
exclusively on vertebrate prey (carnivorous); 2, large insects; 3, small insects; 4, 17 
exclusively vegetable matter (herbivorous). Trophic level was not significantly 18 
associated with sleep site exposure (p=0.160) and social sleep behaviour (p=0.332), 19 
indicating that these indices capture different aspects of predation risk.  20 
All continuous variables were log-transformed prior to statistical analysis with 21 
independent contrasts. 22 
Phylogenetic comparative analysis 23 
More closely related species tend to share traits through common descent 24 
(Felsenstein, 1985,  Harvey & Pagel, 1991, Blomberg, Garland & Ives, 2003) and this 25 
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represents a problem that, if ignored, can inflate Type I error rates (Felsenstein, 1985, 1 
Martins & Garland, 1991, Harvey & Pagel, 1991). We assembled a mammalian 2 
phylogeny for the species in our database using published phylogenies (sources in 3 
Appendix 1). We reconstructed the ancestral character state of phasing of sleep using 4 
maximum likelihood (Pagel, 1994, 1999, Schluter et al., 1997), as implemented in 5 
Discrete (Pagel, 1994, 1999) and Mesquite (for graphical representation; Maddison 6 
and Maddison, 2006). This approach estimates the probability of character state at the 7 
root under a stochastic model of evolution (Markov k-state 2 parameters). We allowed 8 
the rates of forward and backward transitions to be ’unrestricted’, thus not constrained 9 
to be equal to each other or to a specified constant. Discrete also provides the 10 
likelihood for the ancestral character state at the root being either 0 (monophasic 11 
sleep) or 1 (polyphasic sleep); the reconstruction with the highest log-likelihood value 12 
is preferred and the difference between the two is considered significant if it is equal 13 
or greater than 2 log-units (Pagel 1999).  14 
We accounted for shared evolutionary history of species by using 15 
phylogenetically independent contrasts, analysed with regression through the origin 16 
(Felsenstein, 1985, Harvey et al., 1991, Garland, Harvey & Ives, 1992, Nunn & 17 
Barton, 2001). Contrasts of all variables were calculated using CRUNCH in CAIC, 18 
including phasing of sleep as a dummy variable (Purvis & Rambaut, 1995, Midford, 19 
Garland & Maddison, 2005).  20 
We checked that the main assumption of independent contrast analysis was 21 
met (i.e., no significant correlation between contrasts and their standard deviation) 22 
using different branch length options (Garland et al., 1992). We then set branch 23 
lengths to be equal because this option performed better in the assumption checks, 24 
with the sole exception of social sleep behaviour. When we found evidence that 25 
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assumptions of regression analysis may not be met, we re-assessed the significance of 1 
our results using bootstrapped estimates of effects and 95% confidence intervals. 2 
These statistics do not make strict distributional assumptions about the data and 3 
reduce bias caused by outliers (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). Bootstrap analyses were 4 
implemented in Genstat v8 and we report statistics from bootstrap analyses only 5 
where they produced different results. 6 
We controlled for multiple tests of each hypothesis by using the false 7 
discovery rate control (FDR). With FDR, the proportion of Type I errors is evaluated 8 
against all significant results in the analysis and an individual α threshold is adjusted 9 
for each result given the number of tests performed and their significance (Bejamini 10 
& Hochberg, 1995, Verhoeven, Simonsen & McIntyre, 2005). As a consequence, this 11 
method is more powerful than other methods, such as the Bonferroni correction 12 
(Verhoeven et al., 2005). Controlling for multiple testing produced no qualitative 13 
differences in the results. 14 
RESULTS 15 
Sleep cycle length. In agreement with previous studies (Elgar et al., 1988, 16 
Zepelin, 1989), sleep cycle length was positively associated with body mass (t25=4.54, 17 
R2=0.45, p=0.0001; Figure 1a). Contrary to predictions, sleep cycles were longer 18 
when sleeping sites were more exposed (t24=2.98, R2=0.27, p=0.007; Figure 1b), 19 
probably because body mass and exposure covaried (t52=4.98, R2=0.32, p<0.0001). 20 
We thus calculated a relative measure of exposure, using residuals from the regression 21 
of contrasts in sleep site exposure index on contrasts in body mass. These residuals 22 
were not significantly related to sleep cycle length (t24=0.79, R2=0.03, p=0.437). Also, 23 
 11 
sleep cycle length was not significantly correlated with social sleeping (t18=0.44, 1 
R2=0.01, p=0.664) or trophic level (t19=0.13, R2=0.01, p=0.718). 2 
Phasing of sleep. Polyphasic sleep was reconstructed as the ancestral 3 
character state (ancestral state log-likelihood scores and probabilities: polyphasic 4 
sleep: Log(L)=-43.02, probability=99%; monophasic sleep: log(L)=-47.40, 5 
probability=1%; difference in likelihood scores=4.37) in our sample of mammals 6 
(Figure 2). Polyphasic sleep was associated with smaller body mass (t53=-3.19, 7 
R2=0.16, p=0.002; Figure 3a) and, contrary to predictions of the predation risk 8 
hypothesis, with sleeping in more protected sites (i.e. negatively correlated with sleep 9 
site exposure) both before (t52=-4.61, R2=0.29, p<0.001; Figure 3b) and after 10 
controlling for body mass (see above; t52=-2.94, R2=0.14, p=0.005). We did not detect 11 
any significant effect of trophic level or social sleep behaviour on phasing of sleep 12 
(diet: t32=-1.45, R2=0.06, p=0.156; social sleep: t37=-0.73, R2=0.01, p=0.468).  13 
Correlated evolution of sleep traits. Polyphasic sleep was significantly 14 
associated with longer REM and NREM sleep quotas (NREM sleep: t43=2.35, 15 
R2=0.11, p=0.024; REM sleep: t43=3.56, R2=0.23, p=0.001; Figure 4a & b). In 16 
addition, sleep cycle length was shorter in species that sleep polyphasically relative to 17 
species that sleep monophasically (t22=-4.07, R2=0.43, p=0.001; Figure 4c). Finally, 18 
sleep cycle length was negatively correlated with both REM (t25=-2.93, R2=0.26, 19 
p=0.007; Figure 5a) and NREM sleep quotas (t25=-3.33, R2=0.31, p=0.003; Figure 20 
5b).  21 
After bootstrapping, the association between phasing of sleep and REM sleep 22 
was not significant (bootstrapped coefficient=0.454, SE=0.263, p=0.132), while the 23 
association between phasing of sleep and sleep cycle length was marginally non-24 
significant (bootstrapped coefficient=-0.816, SE=0.355, p=0.054).  25 
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DISCUSSION 1 
The phasing of sleep and sleep cycle length are fundamental aspects of sleep 2 
architecture, as they reflect how the benefits of sleep are obtained throughout the 24-3 
hour cycle. Relative to studies of sleep durations, however, these traits have received 4 
much less attention in comparative analyses of sleep architecture. We tested the 5 
hypothesis that predation risk impacts the evolution of both sleep phasing and REM-6 
NREM sleep cycle length, predicting that species under higher predation pressure are 7 
polyphasic and have shorter sleep cycles. Our analyses with three independent 8 
measures of predation risk (exposure of the sleep site, social sleep behaviour and 9 
trophic level) failed to support the hypothesis that the phasing of sleep and sleep cycle 10 
length represent antipredator adaptations. We also found that polyphasic sleep was the 11 
ancestral character state in mammals and was associated with smaller body size, and 12 
that polyphasic sleepers and those with short sleep cycles had longer sleep durations. 13 
Collectively, our study suggests that energetic and foraging constraints associated 14 
with small size could explain some of the evolutionary patterns that we discovered. In 15 
what follows, we provide more details and interpretation of these main results. 16 
First, the predation risk hypothesis predicts shorter sleep cycles in species 17 
under more intense predation risk, such as those that sleep in less protected sites 18 
and/or sleep solitarily, and in ‘prey’ relative to ‘predators’ (Lima et al., 2005). 19 
Contrary to predictions, sleep cycle length increased in species that sleep in more 20 
exposed sleeping sites. Vulnerability of species that sleep in sites with different 21 
exposure depends on body size because sleep site exposure increased with body mass. 22 
While small-bodied animals probably invest in searching for protected sleeping sites 23 
to reduce their vulnerability while asleep, larger size is thought to also reduce 24 
predation pressure (Peters, 1983, Owen-Smith, 1988, Caro, 2005). After controlling 25 
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for body mass, sleep cycle length and sleep site exposure were uncorrelated. In 1 
addition, sleep cycle length was not significantly correlated with social sleep 2 
behaviour and trophic level. Taken together, these results do not support the predation 3 
risk hypothesis for the evolution of sleep cycle length. We suggest that even the 4 
shortest cycles are probably too long to allow individuals to detect approaching 5 
predators successfully, given that the scanning rate of animals during waking periods 6 
can be as short as a few seconds (Caro, 2005).  7 
Second, we expected that predation risk would also impact sleep phasing. As 8 
predicted, smaller species are polyphasic but, contrary to the predation risk 9 
hypothesis, polyphasic species sleep in more protected sites. In addition, the phasing 10 
of sleep was not significantly correlated with social sleep behaviour and trophic level. 11 
Thus, our analyses failed to support the predation risk hypothesis for the evolution of 12 
the phasing of sleep. We suggest that polyphasic sleep, which is the ancestral 13 
character state in mammals, is associated with small body mass because small species 14 
are forced to forage more frequently than larger species due to their higher mass-15 
specific metabolic rates and limited fat reserves (Lindstedt & Boyce, 1984, Withers, 16 
1992, Blackburn & Hawkins, 2004). Thus, sleep may be partitioned into multiple 17 
bouts per 24-hours to allow animals to feed in between sleep bouts. In addition, 18 
digestion rate and gut capacity limit the rate of food ingestion in small mammals like 19 
shrews, forcing them to alternate short foraging bouts with short sleep (or rest) bouts 20 
to keep their digestive tract operating at constant high rate (Saarikko & Hanski, 1990, 21 
Saarikko, 1992). 22 
Lastly, we found that polyphasic sleep and sleep cycle length are associated 23 
with longer sleep durations, and that polyphasic sleepers have shorter sleep cycles. 24 
The result that polyphasic sleepers exhibit longer sleep durations further argues 25 
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against a major role of predation in driving the evolution of the phasing of sleep 1 
because total sleep time and sleep quotas are reduced in species that experience higher 2 
predation risk (Allison et al., 1976, Capellini et al.). An interesting corollary of the 3 
association of polyphasic sleep and sleep cycle length with longer sleep time is that 4 
partitioning sleep into multiple bouts and more cycles will result in more frequent 5 
transitions from light sleep into deep sleep. Thus, to achieve the benefits of deeper 6 
stages of NREM sleep, polyphasic sleepers and those with shorter sleep cycles would 7 
require more total time in NREM sleep compared to monophasic sleepers and species 8 
with longer cycles. In other words, partitioning sleep into multiple bouts with shorter 9 
cycles may be less efficient than monophasic sleep because it requires more time 10 
spent in transitional sleep stages. Therefore, our results suggest that the evolution of 11 
monophasic sleep from the ancestral polyphasic sleep pattern may allow the benefits 12 
of sleep to be gained more efficiently (as proposed by Ball, 1992). This interpretation 13 
is based on the assumption that transitional sleep stages cannot be skipped and/or 14 
compressed in time and that their primary function is to favour the transition from 15 
waking phase to deep sleep. These assumptions need to be tested in the laboratory.  16 
In conclusion, while studies on the plasticity of sleep have shown that birds 17 
and rats modify their sleep patterns in response to threat of predation, our comparative 18 
analyses suggest that predation risk is not responsible for the evolution of interspecific 19 
differences in sleep cycle length or phasing of sleep. Polyphasic species are smaller 20 
and we argue that this is likely to reflect energetic constraints. In addition, shorter 21 
sleep cycles and polyphasic sleep are associated with longer sleep durations. We 22 
suggest that when sleep is partitioned into multiple cycles or more sleep bouts, more 23 
time in light sleep stages is needed overall. Monophasic sleep may therefore be a 24 
more efficient sleep pattern and an advantage of evolving a larger size. 25 
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Figure 1. Phylogenetically independent contrasts of sleep cycle length with (a) body 2 
mass and (b) sleep site exposure. The index of exposure quantifies vulnerability of 3 
sleeping sites from the least exposed site (lowest values) to the most exposed site 4 
(highest values). Sleep cycle length and body mass were log-transformed.  5 
 6 
Figure 2. Evolutionary history of phasing of sleep (monophasic sleep in white, 7 
polyphasic sleep in black) reconstructed with maximum likelihood (see text). Areas of 8 
pies indicate the relative support for each of the 2 possible character states at each 9 
given node. Because all reconstructions at each node along the phylogeny strongly 10 
supported only one state (probabilities were 99% in favour of one state), circles 11 
appear to be filled. Support for polyphasic sleep as ancestral character state is 99% 12 
(actual calculations from Discrete; Pagel, 1994, 1999; see text). Species with missing 13 
values for phasing of sleep are not shown. Phylogenetic tree assembled using 14 
published phylogenies (sources in Appendix 1). 15 
 16 
Figure 3. Phylogenetically independent contrasts of phasing of sleep with (a) body 17 
mass and (b) sleep site exposure. Phasing of sleep was treated as a dummy variable 18 
and analysed with independent contrasts; lower values indicate monophasic sleep and 19 
higher values indicate polyphasic sleep (see text). The lowest values of sleep site 20 




Figure 4. Phylogenetically independent contrasts of phasing of sleep with NREM 1 
sleep (a), REM sleep (b) and sleep cycle length (c). Phasing of sleep was analysed as 2 
a dummy variable; lower values indicate monophasic sleep and higher values 3 
polyphasic sleep (see text). 4 
 5 
Figure 5. Phylogenetically independent contrasts of sleep cycle length with contrasts 6 
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